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INTRODUCTION

Phosphatidylinositol (PI) phosphate (PIP) lipids are a minor
species of acidic phospholipids and can be phosphorylated at the 3, 4
and 5 positions of the inositol ring. PIPs have been postulated to serve as denominators of membrane identity, a feature intimately linked to their role in membrane
traffic. The differential distribution of PIPs is recognized by proteins harboring specific
lipid binding modules thereby aiding the targeting of these proteins and their associated
factors to their correct subcellular destination. The characteristic PIP of the plasma membrane
is PI(4,5)P2, which regulates a wide range of physiological processes including signal transduction,
endocytosis, actin dynamics and cell migration, function of ion channels as well as the vesicle
trafficking and cell proliferation.
Phosphorylation of PI(4,5)P2 has been found to signal cell proliferation in several tumors,
including cervical ones, and mutations in this phosphorylation pattern has been associated with
tumor growth. When external PIP were provided to macrophages and fibroblasts through
liposomes containing PI(4,5)P2, their phagocytic, calcium uptake and plasminogen activation were
changed, thus showing that external administration of this molecule through liposomes can
modify
cellular functions. When PI(4,5)P2 was provided to Fc receptor (FcR) expressing cells vesicle
In this work we present a liposome (LIPO-PIP2) that contains the
formation and internalization of FcRI was enhanced, thus hinting that this PIP contributes to
contains
phosphoinositol PI(4,5)P2 that has the property to induce a strong increase in
FcR membrane trafficking.
proliferation on a cervical cancer cell line and the induction of CD16 on these cells as
CD16 (FcRIII) is an Fc receptor normally found in leukocytes. Monocytes have been classified
well as in CD16- adherent blood mononuclear leukocytes (ABL). We consider that the small size of
into
the vesicles confers them the capacity to be administrated in vivo, where they could cross intracellular
CD16+ and CD16- subpopulations with specific functions. Epithelial cells have also been found
unions and whose positive charge facilitate its absorption into epithelial cells.
to
expr ess CD16 specially those of the glandular type. CD16 is highly expressed in the columnar The strong induction of proliferation of INBL by LIPO-PIP2 find in this work points to the activation of a transducepithelium of the endocervix and transformation zone but not on the stratified epithelium oftion mechanisms excerpted by PI(4,5)P2 probably related to the PI3K/AKT pathway where this PIP is involved. It would
be interesting to evaluate if this pathway is indeed activated in this cell line and if other tumor cell lines could also be
the exocervix .
We have previously constructed a cationic liposome that selectively binds to cervical induced to proliferate by LIPO-PIP2 in order to generalize the capacity of this liposome to promote cell proliferation.
We speculate that if LIPO-PIP2 can strongly induce malignant cells to proliferate they can become more susceptible to chemo –
epithelial cell lines. For this work we constructed another liposome (LIPO-PIP2) by adding
therapy.
PI(4,5)P2 to our previous one in order to evaluate if LIPO-PIP2 can modulate
the We obtained that while induction of proliferation of INBL was very strong even at 24 hrs with either PI(4,5)P2 or with LIPO-PIP2
only LIPO-PI2 induced cell membrane expression of CD16. We think that the lipidic nature of LIPO-PI facilitates the integration of PI(4,5)P2 to
proliferation of a cervical cancer cell line INBL and induce the expression
theitsinternal side of the cell membrane where it is known to excerpt receptor endosome trafficking, while when PI(4,5)P2 was administrated by
of CD16 on blood leukocytes. The possible expression of CD16 and
modulation by LIPO-PIP2 was also evaluated on INBL cells initself a different mechanisms of cell endocytosis was activates that only promoted cell proliferation and no membrane receptor expression. We
speculate that when PI(4,5)P2 was administrated it was incorporated directly to an endosome where it induced cell proliferation but when it was
order to support their endocervical origin.
administrated by LIPO-PIP2 it got incorporated first into the cell membrane where it activated cell trafficking and later when it was transported into
an endosome activated cell proliferation. We showed that while ABL and INBL cells had no expression of CD16 on their cell membrane they were
induced to present this receptor after 30 minutes by LIPO-PIP2. The fact that when the cells were permeated this receptor was also detected
intracellularly, points to the activation of intracellular trafficking to the cell membrane of CD16 by LIPO-PIP2 rather than the novo synthesis. PI(4,5)P2 is
known to promote vesicle trafficking through actin and tubulin remodeling, it would also be interesting to evaluate if LIPO-PIP2 is indeed involved in a
cytoskeletal remodeling that facilitates endosome trafficking to the cell membrane and if the trafficking of other membrane receptors could also
induced by this type of small liposome.
Endocervical and ectropion simple columnar epithelial cells are known to express CD16 while stratified squamous exocervical epithelial do not, thus
our results point to the endocervical origin of INBL cells because they expressed this receptor. Several authors have posited that the origin of cervical
cancer arrives from an injury to the exocervix exposing basal cells to VPH for infection and transformation. We consider instead the endocervical
origin
of cervical cancer, where CD16 expressing epithelial cells at the transformation zone are the vehicle for VPH infection. We consider interesting
to prove the endocervical origin of cervical cancer tumors because if during the metaplasic transformation of simple columnar into stratified
INBL
squamous in the ectropion, viral infection occurs, a complete change into cervical cancer research could be open. In fact columnar cervical
epithelial cells are known to present viral particles to lymphocytes to initiate immune recognition as well as their capacity for the initiation of
LIPPIVAC
viral HIV infection for rectal epithelium.
According to our results we suggest that the standard technique for obtaining CD16- negative monocytes would have to be redesigned
because as shown in this work LIPO-PIP2 induced the expression of this receptor on a significant number of these cells pointing to the
existence of cells with CD16 intracellularly. We think that our LIPO-PIP2 could be used to generate a new phenotypic classification
of leukocytes and of other cell types by taking into consideration the existence of intracellular receptors that can rapidly be
trafficked to the cell membrane. In fact several receptors like EGF have been shown to be also active intracellularly.
24 Horas
In this work we described only some of the properties of LIPO-PIP2 as a powerful second messenger that can induce
proliferation and cell receptor trafficking on cervical cancer cells and on blood mononuclear cells, it would be
interesting to evaluate the induction of other properties associated with this PIP and in other cell types.
We consider that our work also opens the possibility to use LIPO-PIP2 as an anticancer tool, either
by inducing expression of intracellular tumor antigens, or other cellular markers used for
target therapy, or receptors that were inhibited by malignancy (like MHC), that
are known to be decreased in tumor cells as a strategy to inhibit
immune recognition.
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